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The Meaning of the Palimpsest
In early times a palimpsest was a parchment or other material from which one or 
more writings had been erased to give room for later records. But the erasures were 
not always complete, and so it became the fascinating task of scholars not only to 
translate the later records but also to reconstruct the original writings by deci­
phering the dim fragments of letters partly erased and partly covered by subse­
quent texts.
The history of Iowa may be likened to a palimpsest which holds the record of 
successive generations. To decipher these records of the past, reconstruct them, 
and tell the stories which they contain is the task of those who write history.
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One night in the winter of 1937-38, Pro­fessor John Vincent Atanasoff walked out 
of his office at Iowa State College, got into his 
Ford Y-8, and headed for the highway. Turn­
ing onto Route 6, the thirty-four year old phys­
icist pushed the car up to seventy miles an hour 
and drove eastward for several hours without 
stopping. He sometimes took drives to relax. 
‘The pavement was clean and dry, and I was 
forced to give attention to my driving, 
Atanasoff said later. He didn t think about 
where he was going till he crossed the Mis­
sissippi River bridge. Entering Rock Island on 
the Illinois side, he pulled up to a roadhouse 
and went inside. He took off his overcoat, 
ordered a drink, and began to think.
“Now, 1 don’t know why my mind worked 
then when it had not worked previously, but 
things seemed to be good and quiet. There 
weren’t too many people in the tavern, and the 
waitress didn’t bother me particularly with 
repetitious offers of drinks. I would suspect 
that 1 drank two drinks perhaps, and then I 
realized thoughts were coming good and I had 
some positive results.
In the roadhouse that night, the Iowa State 
professor forged together four new ideas that 
pointed the way to the modern electronic digi­
tal computer. For centuries automatic calcula­
tion had been an object of worldwide research 
and speculation, yet the best “computers as of 
1930 were, for the most part, refinements of a 
simple gear-driven adding machine invented 
by the French mathematician Blaise Pascal in 
1642. These machines did basic arithmetic — 
adding and multiplying — but could not handle 
complicated arithmetic statements of the kind 
encountered by twentieth century scientists
✓ J
and engineers. John Vincent Atanasoff jumped 
into the future when he devised a way to repre­
sent numbers as states of electrical charge, 
which could then be manipulated to solve 
mathematical problems. His ideas about the
© Iowa State Historical Department/Office of the State Histor­
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possibilities of such electronic arithmetic, and 
the computing machine he built to prove their 
soundness, showed the world a cheap, reliable 
method of machine calculation adaptable 
enough to make the automatic computer a 
commercial possibility.
World War 1 and A fter
The search for an automatic computer had 
intensified during World War I, a war in which 
frustrated artillerv units first confronted the 
challenge of enemy aircraft. Pressed into ser­
vice, mathematicians worked day and night to 
provide firing tables to help their army’s field 
forces take aim at the enemy aloft. Shell trajec­
tories involved angle of fire, air temperature, 
force of charge, and other variables; firing 
tables showed artillerymen how the variables 
would affect individual trajectories. In compil­
ing the tables, the army’s mathematicians 
solved many complex differential equations, 
that is, equations describing the simultaneous 
interaction of several variables. The calculating 
of the tables was sheer drudgery, but every 
single calculation had to be precise if the 
enemy targets — in the most complex cases, 
moving airplanes — were to be hit.
In a dramatic way, the wartime experience 
pointed to a widening gap between theoretical 
descriptions of physical phenomena and the 
antiquated mathematical apparatus available to 
analyze these descriptions. The problem was 
already familiar to scientists working in areas of 
applied physics other than ballistics. Hydro­
dynamics, electromagnetics, and acoustics, to 
name three areas of active research in the early 
twentieth century, abounded in differential 
equations describing complex physical rela­
tionships. On the one hand, humans couldn’t 
be expected to solve such complicated equa­
tions; there were just too many numbers. On 
the other hand, the unsolved equations were a 
serious bar to further scientific progress.
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Something had to he done.
During the 1920s the nation’s leading elec­
trical engineering research centers (including 
the Bell Laboratories, the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, and the General Elec­
tric Laboratory) vigorously worked on the 
problem of automatic calculation. The most 
active research was carried on at the Mas­
sachusetts Institute of Technology [MIT], 
where Vannevar Bush invented an analog com­
puter called the differential analyzer, an instru­
ment designed to solve complex systems of 
equations like those used by ballistics teams in 
creating firing tables. Bush’s differential ana­
lyzer computed by mechanically simulating 
the workings of many variables with a system of 
rods and gears driven by the rotation of a metal 
wheel on a glass disc. Bush explained the basic 
principle with an example familiar to 
engineers, the problem of determining how a 
proposed bridge would sway in the wind. By 
setting up the differential analyzer’s mechan­
ical elements so they acted in exactly the same 
way as the forces acting on the bridge, the 
machine s operator could predict the behavior 
of the bridge before it was built.
Differential analyzers were not simple 
machines, mechanically or theoretically. They 
were huge, filled large rooms, and weighed 
tons. 1 hey were also expensive; the early ones 
cost several hundred thousand dollars each. 
Later models — built in the early 1940s — cost 
more. Setting up a differential analyzer to solve 
a mathematical problem involved adjusting 
scores of interconnecting differential and fixed- 
ratio gears, shafts, couplings, right-angle 
gears, and so on. 1 he operation took days. 
Once set up, however, a differential analyzer 
solved equations with surprising accuracy.
Differential analyzers were best suited for 
problems that required many solutions to one 
set of equations, such as the calculation of thou­
sands of bullet trajectories for a firing table, or 
where the volume rather than the complexity 
of calculations exceeded reasonable human
limits. They could not be adapted easily to 
solve other kinds of problems. In addition, 
their high cost put them beyond the reach of 
most institutions. Aside from MIT, onlv the 
Moore School of Engineering in Philadelphia 
and the Army’s Aberdeen Testing Ground in 
Marvland were ever able to build them.
Search and Invention at Iowa State
College, 1930-1937
At Iowa State College in Ames, Professor John 
Vincent Atanasoff experienced firsthand the 
frustrations of complex calculations. As a doc­
toral candidate in theoretical physics at the 
University of Wisconsin in 1930, Atanasoff had 
worked extensively with differential equations 
for his thesis — a study of the behavior of the 
helium atom in an electrical field. “This was my 
first experience in serious computing. Such 
calculations required many months of hard 
work on a desk calculator, such as the Monroe, 
which was all that was available at the time.
Atanasoff became an assistant professor at 
Iowa State College later in 1930. He and his 
students at Ames faced similar computing diffi­
culties with complex systems of equations. 
Working with such equations was a discourag­
ing prospect: “You can’t solve them in any 
ordinary sense. About all you can do is to 
approximate the answer. There are too many 
functions necessary to solve those equations, 
they are all over the map, there are things 
you’ve never heard of before and you just can t 
get at the solution that way. You have to 
approximate it and you commence to approxi­
mate it.”
Even the approximations required arduous 
calculation. “You could sit down with a piece of 
paper and solve two or three equations and two 
or three unknowns.’ But the systems of equa­
tions his students wanted to solve had dozens of 
equations and dozens of unknown variables. If 
this were done by human hand, it would take a
»  •  -
* ^
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A young John Vincent Atanasoff. (courtesy J.V. 
At anas off)
year or so. Nevertheless, the calculations had 
to he done one way or another if the problems 
were to he solved. My graduate students 
needed computers, Atanasoff recalled.
[More] than any other problem [this is what 
got] me interested in the computing art . . . 
we needed practical solutions for practical 
problems.
In 1933 Atanasoff began to think about 
mechanizing the complex arithmetic needed to 
solve these equations. “As I felt the basic need 
lor more powerful methods of computing, I 
commenced to take stock of what methods and 
apparatus existed. It soon became evident that 
one could divide all calculators and computers 
into two classes — analog and digital. I believe 
that division was ours.
lhe diderence is simple but important: digi­
tal machines count; analog machines measure.
During the mid-1930s Atanasoff conducted sci­
entific experiments on both kinds of automatic 
calculators.
The digital experiment involved one of 
IBM s best adding machines, the sorter-tab­
ulator type used by insurance firms or maga­
zine subscription offices to handle client 
records and correspondence. Assisted by A.E. 
Brandt, a professor of statistics at Iowa State 
College, Atanasoff wired an IBM tabulator to a 
compiling device he had built and succeeded in 
solving a set of equations. The results of the 
experiment, published in 1936, included a dis­
cussion of the utility of such equipment for 
handling a complex calculation, noting the tab­
ulator’s accuracy, trouble-free performance, 
and general commercial availability.
Despite the apparent success of the sorter- 
tabulator approach, however, Atanasoff 
decided it was too slow an operation to handle 
large sets of equations effectively, and so he 
abandoned it. This decision came as no great 
disappointment to IBM, which, on becoming 
aware of the experiment, had subsequently 
sent Atanasoff a letter warning him not to tam­
per with IBM machinery again.
Atanasoff then built a little analog calculator 
for analyzing the geometry of surfaces. This 
“Laplaciometer,” measuring three inches by 
th ree inches and standing fourteen inches 
high, was a cage in which five rods — moving 
vertically — shaped in paraffin a three-dimen­
sional representation of an equation. It was 
AtanasofFs lone foray into nondigital calcula­
tion. He did the work in Ames with an Iowa 
State College atomic physicist, Glenn Mur­
phy, in 1936, but the results weren’t published 
till 1949. Despite the project s success (the 
professors’ Laplaciometer held errors down to 
the engineering standards of the day), 
Atanasoff found no grounds to endorse analog 
calculation. The technique involved a wor­
risome dependence on ideal performances by 
the machinery itself — only perfect machine 
parts produced perfect results in an analog cal-
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Atanasoff and Murphy’s Laplaciometer, an instrument for nondigital cal­
culation. (courtesy the Department of Special Collections, ISU library)
dilators conversion of mathematical abstrac­
tions into workable physical representations, 
for Atanasoff the price in time and effort nec­
essary to assure ideal conditions and perform­
ance exceeded his confidence in the certainty 
of the results, and so his search continued.
At this point he had been looking about four 
years (since 1933) for clues which would lead to 
the development of an automatic calculator 
able to solve complex equations. By early 193/ 
he was beginning to believe the search was 
futile. I did not think my career would stand
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the loss of mv best time in what some felt was a
*
wild idea. Yet Atanasoff was productive in 
these years. In addition to several papers on his 
various experiments published in major profes­
sional journals, he contributed to the degree 
progress of a number of graduate students. 
Still, he was troubled. AtanasofFs frustration 
reached a peak in the winter of 1937, “a desper­
ate one for me because I had this problem and I 
had outlined my objectives but nothing was 
happening. As the winter deepened, my 
despair grew . . .  I had a few ideas, but nothing 
seemed to jell . . .  I tried again and again to 
sort them out. Nothing seemed to work.
“After months of work and studv I went to
✓
the office again one evening but it looked as if 
nothing would happen. I was extremely dis­
traught,” Atanasoff recalled. I got in my auto­
mobile and started to drive . . . Everv once in a
✓
while I would commence to think about my 
efforts to build a computer and I didn’t want to 
do that so I would drive harder so I could not 
think . . . W hen I finally came to earth I was 
crossing the Mississippi River, 189 miles from
mv desk.
✓
You couldn't get a drink in Iowa in those 
days, but I was crossing into Illinois. I looked 
ahead and there was a light and of course it was 
a tavern and I stopped and got out and went in 
and hung up my coat . . . and sat down at the 
table and got a drink and then I noticed that my 
mind was very clear and sharp. I knew what I 
wanted to think about and I went right to work 
on it and worked for three hours and then got in 
my car and drove slowly back to Ames. I had 
made four decisions.
Atanasoff s Four Concepts,
1937-1938
Any one of AtanasofFs four concepts — digital 
electronic logic circuits, regenerative memory, 
binary enumeration, or serial calculation — 
would have represented an important advance
in the development of automatic computation; 
their combination in a single machine marked a 
critical turning point in the history of the mod­
ern computer.
In the midst of his f rustrations, Atanasoff had 
convinced himself of the superiority of digital 
calculation over the analog approach, even 
though the decision to use electricity as the 
medium for computing had worried him for 
some time. Without exception, the advanced 
calculators of the day — Monroe adding 
machines, IBM tabulators, MIT’s differential 
analyzers — did their counting mechanically, 
usually by means of a rotating shaft driven by 
some system of interconnecting gears. The 
technique was as old as Pascal’s adding 
machine, built in 1642, in which the shaft did 
the actual counting within the machine. I 
must admit I was inclined to follow this 
[conjcept, Atanasoff wrote recently. I sup­
pose that a feeling persisted that a computer 
needed stability, and that this would be 
obtained by a mechanical system.” Such sta­
bility took a lot of hardware — rods, gears, 
nuts, and bolts — needing constant mainte­
nance.
Unimpressed with the differential analyzer 
and dissatisfied with the results he and Glenn 
Murphy had achieved with the analog 
Laplaciometer, Atanasoff began to consider 
electricity as an alternative to the rotating shaft 
in 1936: I had studied electrical engineering 
and physics, and I had also studied and experi­
mented with electronics, then in its infancy. So 
it was perhaps natural that my mind turned to 
this medium in which I had my greatest exper­
tise.” But the choice was not obvious. “One 
must remember that this was a long time ago,
and the control of electricitv was less effective
✓
than it is now. A wandering charge, for exam­
ple, could create undetectable errors in the 
heart of an electrical computing mechanism. 
Under control, however, the same charge 
offered exceptional advantages as a medium for 
representing numbers. Electricity meant
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fewer moving parts, and thus less mainte­
nance; it also meant faster computing action 
than a rotating shaft could provide. “My 
engineering training had taught me to select 
materials and methods very carefully for the 
job at hand, so that each time I felt inclined 
toward an electrical/electronic system, 1 won­
dered if I could make it, and in particular its
electronic tubes, sufficiently stable. As his
*
basis for calculation, Atanasoff simply wanted 
to turn electricity on and oil. The electronic 
vacuum tube would be the critical element in 
his computer. He imagined many of them 
wired together in a box. At any given moment, 
some would be lit and some not lit, with differ­
ent arrangements representing different num­
bers. The wiring of the logic circuitry would 
provide the means of connecting the elec­
tronically-represented numbers so they could 
be combined in a calculation. Atanasoff had 
decided in the tavern that there was no way to 
know how well electricity would work until one 
tried it.
Atanasoff’s commitment to an electronic 
computing medium grew more complete with 
the passing months, and by the end of 1938 he 
had moved from preliminary investigations of 
vacuum tubes to the design of logic circuits — 
the counting mechanism in which the tubes 
would operate. The task involved not only the 
arrangement of the hardware itself but also the 
creation of an algorithm — a sequence of math­
ematical steps — for carrying out computing
operations within the electrical circuitry. The
✓
capacitor memory elements had to be created 
as well, for they were needed to get the numer­
ical data in and out of the logic circuits during 
computing operations.
In this work, as with his use of vacuum tubes, 
there wasn t much to guide him. In designing 
such devices today, we would use an abstract 
kind of mathematics called Boolean algebra 
and the so-called truth table.’ Boolean algebra 
is a symbolic language that describes logic and 
thinking concisely and graphically. Greek phi­
losophers and early modern mathematicians 
such as Leibniz had searched for a “mathemat­
ics of human thought, ” or a symbolic alphabet 
that could express rational thought. But it was 
not until George Boole’s work in the 1850s that 
this intellectual notion produced any results. 
Boole discovered a way to state the principles 
of logic in a binary system composed of zeroes 
and ones, which, he argued, could be proven to 
be ‘ ‘a verifiable, universal language for express­
ing formal logic symbolically. Decades later 
Alfred North Whitehead and Bertrand Russell, 
using Boole’s system, devised a method by 
which the binary symbols could be computed. 
Logical problems could be solved by means of a 
“truth table, a series of statements shown to 
be either true or false (true statements repre­
sented as “1 ”, false statements represented as 
“O ’). The binary results could then be manipu­
lated and analyzed mathematically. Boolean 
algebra pointed a way toward calculating
machines that could use a binary system for
 ^ *
both logic and mathematics. Atanasoff knew 
something about all this in the 1930s, but 
apparently did not draw on it in devising his 
electrical logic circuits. At that time,” he 
wrote, I had studied this algebra a little, but I 
did not recognize its application to my under­
taking, and I obtained my result by trial, at 
first, and then by a kind of cognition.”
When Atanasoff started thinking about com­
puter memory (a computing machine’s ability 
to retain data as it moves through a complex 
calculation), again there was little to guide him. 
An eighty-column IBM sorter-tabulator of the 
type he had used with Professor Brandt in 1936 
held about 266 bits of information on its inter­
nal dials. No machine available in the 1930s 
had any more capacity. Yet any calculator capa­
ble of solving the systems of equations that 
interested Atanasoff would require a far larger
memory. M ore than a half-century earlier an
✓  *
English inventor, Charles Babbage, had 
designed a mechanical computer — called an 
“Analytical Engine” — with a data-storage
\
■ *
• s - *
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capacity equivalent to several thousand bits of 
information. Though practical engineering dif­
ficulties had prevented the completion of the 
Analytical Engine in Babbage’s lifetime, his 
ideas and design plans continued to interest 
scientists long after his death in 1871. As a boy 
Atanasoff had read about Charles Babbage and 
his Analytical Engine in the International 
Encyclopedia. Babbage s data-retaining 
store had been part of the calculating mecha­
nism in the Analytical Engine — that is, one 
component handled both the computing and 
the memory functions. By contrast, Atanasoff 
conceived the computer s calculating and stor­
age functions as distinct components, operat- 
ing separately. He recalled that for some time 
before his long drive across Iowa the idea of a 
two-state memory element, built from a ma- 
terial that could hold an electrical charge, had 
been taking shape in his mind.
At the tavern, he had imagined a memory 
element using capacitors that could regenerate 
and thus maintain their own state — whether 
charged or uncharged, plus or minus, or zero 
or one in binary digits — by coaction with the 
vacuum tubes of the logic circuits. Atanasoff 
called this coaction of the memory and calculat- 
ing elements “jogging. ” Designing the transfer 
ol these binary signals from the memory ele­
ments into the logic circuitry and back out 
again didn t take Atanasoff long once he had 
figured out the more complicated internal 
scheme of the logic circuits themselves. He 
remembered spending just a week or two 
designing the memory circuits.
1 was delighted with the concept of jogging. 
Jogging is reminiscent of the little boy going to 
the grocery store and reciting, a dozen eggs, a 
pound of butter, and so on, over and over, 
hoping to arrive at the store before his memory 
has failed. Jogging may be employed when a 
memory element has two states (for instance) 
and when the deterioration of time or use could 
cause it to pass from one state to the other. 
Before this can happen, an electronic circuit
Clifford E. Berry, Atanasoff s assistant between 
1939 and 1942, when the ABC was built. (courtesy 
J.V. Atanasoff)
recognizes the original state and brings the 
element back into the preferred value in that 
state. The grids of the input tubes of the cal­
culating mechanism would float on small capac­
itors, which were to be charged by momentary 
contact with a memory capacitor. Mounted on 
a rotating drum, the memory capacitors moved 
at regular intervals into contact with the logic 
circuits, thereby keeping the binary data ready 
for processing by the add-subtract mechanism. 
For some time, this concept of mine has been 
called regeneration, which is not quite cor­
rect; today another word refresh, has taken 
this role.
In 1938 Atanasoff had worked his four con­
cepts into a preliminary architectural design 
for an automatic computing machine. He now
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/ Physics Building at Iowa State College, where the ABC was built and stored, (courtesy the Department 
of Special Collections, ZSL/ library)
knew what his logic circuits would look like and 
how they would function with the memory 
elements. He also knew how the logic circuits 
would count. “I planned to use serial addition 
or subtraction, that is, to operate on the num­
bers digit by digit, he explained. Other digital 
machines, the IBM sorter-tabulators, for 
example, used a ratcheting principle that accu­
mulated entire numbers, one at a time, as they 
counted. Serial calculation tallied numbers like 
people do, moving up and down, and then 
across, the columns of figures.
Atanasoff s computing machine would add 
and subtract in binary code. He had recurrent 
misgivings about this, not for any technical 
reason but because he feared rejection of his 
computer by a public unfamiliar with the bi­
nary (or base-two) number system. In terms of 
the machine itself, there was no doubt that 
base-two arithmetic required less machine 
effort than automatic calculation using the 
more familiar decimal (or base-ten) number 
system. He proved this to himself mathe­
matically several times over, knowing that any 
change from conventional base-ten notation 
would mean building additional machine com­
ponents to convert back and forth between the 
two number systems. I expected to have 
much criticism for changing such a thing as the 
base of numbers, Atanasoff recalled. It is 
something like the metric system, calendar 
reform, and changes in the alphabet; one does 
not do such things. I gave myself solace by 
saying that this was for scientific purposes,
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requiring high precision, and most people 
would not need to use it.”
The Prototype,
Progress on the computing machine had thus 
far been achieved at AtanasofFs desk in Iowa 
State College s Physics Building rather than in 
a laboratory or workshop. “All of my work on 
the capacitor memory and the add-subtract 
mechanism was entirely theoretical; no experi­
ments were used in deriving the circuits or in 
checking them/ By the end of 1938, however, 
he was eager to begin building a prototype.
Since the trip to Illinois, I had used more than 
a year working mostly on jogging and logic 
circuits for adding and subtracting. I now felt 
much more confident that the project would be 
a success and I knew that I could not go on 
alone. Early in 1939 Atanasoff applied for 
financial support for the project in the form of a
grant from Robert Buchanan, dean of the grad­
uate school at Iowa State College. The 
requested money, whch was to be used for 
materials and shop work as well as for an 
assistant’s salary, totaled $650. Buchanan 
approved the request later that spring, and 
Atanasoff hired Clifford E. Berry, a young 
graduate student in engineering from Ames. 
Berry began work with Atanasoff at the start of 
fall semester 1939.
The two men got along well together from 
the beginning. “Berry was one of the best 
things that could have happened to the proj­
ect,” said Atanasoff. “After he had worked for a 
short time, I knew that he had [not only] the 
requisite mechanical and electronic skills, but 
also that he had vision and inventive skills as 
well.”
Clifford Edward Berry was just beginning 
his graduate career when he went to work for 
Atanasoff. He had read through Atanasoffs 
plans for the computing machine during the
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The prototype of the ABC. (courtesy the Department of Special Collections, ISU library)
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summer of 1939, and had a good grasp of 
AtanasofFs goals when he joined the project in 
September.
Atanasoff had meticulously worked out 
designs for some parts of the proposed com­
puter, but he had only rough ideas of the 
remainder of the machine. There was also the 
complicated business of perfecting the 
sequence of mathematical steps the computer 
would use for solving systems of equations, 
which was, after all, the machine s principal 
objective. Atanasoff had been thinking about 
these steps in the preceding months of plan­
ning: “I had begun to consider other problems 
of mathematics and physics to which the new 
method [of calculation] could be applied. To 
this end, 1 suggested to Clifford that we 
momentarily forget the solution of systems’ 
and build a computer. We of course realized 
that such a computer should and must be a 
simple gadget. We did not dare to build every­
thing into our plans. Our skill as inventors 
depended on how well we chose between these 
factors, the indispensable and the impossible.
In a few weeks a prototype computer began 
to take shape in their basement workshop in 
the Physics Building. It was the size of a bread­
board, with electrical components mounted on 
one surface, and could be moved easily around 
the workshop. “This prototype was designed to 
work out all of the aspects which worried us 
about this kind of a computation,’ Atanasoff 
explained. It included the key components of a 
complete calculating machine in scaled-down 
form and without many of the accessories 
needed for practical operation, but it allowed 
the inventors to see where their ideas were 
leading them. “Almost as soon as the prototype 
was completed, it began to work very well. The 
assembly procedure for the logic circuits which 
Berry had devised made them perfect. The
Tc/t: C lifford E. Berry holding vacuum tubes that 
were part of the ABC s memory bank, c. 1941. 
(courtesy the Des Moines Register)
first demonstrations of the prototype were con­
ducted in October 1939. “Our visitors who 
understood what was going on were surprised 
to find so much structure giving additions and 
subtractions that were correct.
Atanasoff admitted that the prototype was a 
very crude device. “It could just add and sub­
tract the binary equivalents of decimal num­
bers having up to eight places. Nevertheless, 
Clifford Berry and I regarded this machine as a 
great success. It settled many doubts about 
how an electronic computer should be built.
. . . [ W]e both knew we could build a machine 
that could do almost anything in the way of 
computation.’’ A demonstration of the pro­
totype for college officials in December 1939 
resulted in a grant of $810 from the Iowa State 
College Research Council to build a full-scale 
machine capable of solving systems of equa­
tions. Construction of the larger machine, later 
named the “Atanasoff Berry Computer 
[ABC], began immediately after the winter 
holidays.
The Atanasoff Berry Computer,
1940-1942
“In order to get started fast, I decided to take a 
chance and estimate the size of the machine. I 
knew a few dimensions of the various parts that 
were to go into it [and] without very much 
figuring, I made an estimate of the size of the 
total machine and arrived at roughly the size of 
an office desk. ” Soon after Christmas, Atanasoff 
ordered some angle iron for a frame and asked 
Clifford Berry to start putting it together. “I 
think I was lucky,” he once said, referring to his 
quick estimates of the size of the frame. “As we 
progressed we did not often have to redo por­
tions once thev were built.
✓
Atanasoff s pioneering vacuum-tube cir­
cuitry proved trustworthy in the tests he and
Berrv conducted with one of the machine’s
✓
add-subtract mechanisms in January 1940.
V I
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Subsequent work on the ABC proceeded with 
only a few minor difficulties during 1940 and 
1941. In May 1942 Atanasoff and Berry com­
pleted construction of the machine and began 
demonstrations and troubleshooting. They had 
spent about $5,000 on the project, with Berry’s 
salary accounting for much of the money spent. 
The mathematical processes and most of the 
engineering features of the Atanasoff Berry 
Computer seemed faultless: “during the con­
struction of the computer, we had tested and 
corrected each subsystem, and so the shake­
down did not require much time except for one
flaw.” The flaw had to do with the reliability of
*
the ABC’s electric-spark method of punching
holes in binary cards. “We had tested the base-
¥
two card system rather carefully, but the 
number of tests was not sufficient to find an 
error which occurred once in 10,000 or 100,000 
times. This meant that when we tested the 
complete machine, in the spring of 1942, we 
discovered that the card system was rather 
good, but not good enough.” Determined to 
establish an error-free computing operation,
Analog computer: A computer that operates 
by converting numbers into measurable 
physical quantities, such as the lengths of 
rod, rotations, or voltages. [A conventional 
watch offers an example of analog measure­
ment. Time is measured by the relative 
positions of the hands on the face of the 
watch. For example, 1:17 is represented by 
the hour hand between the 1 and 2, and the 
minute hand between the 3 and 4.]
Binary: A number system using two digits, 
usually 1 and 0. It is the most common 
system used in computers. The value of a 
number is determined by the relative posi­
tion of I s and 0 s. For example:
decimal number binary equivalent
1 00000001
2 00000010
3 00000011
4 00000100
5 00000101
6 00000110
7 00000111
8 00001000
9 00001001
10 00001010
Binary system of counting: Blocks of 1, 2, and
powers of 2 ( 2 x 2  = 4, 2 x 2 x 2  = 8, 
2 x 2 x 2 x 2  = 16, etc.) are used to build 
numbers that we associate with the decimal 
number system. A binary number is built 
from the right column to the left: a 0 in a
column indicates that no block of that 
number is needed, while a 1 in a column 
indicates that a block of that power of 2 is 
needed to build the desired number. Thus, 
the number 3 is built from 1 1-block, and 1 
2l-block (or 1 + 2 = 3). The number four is 
built from 0 1-block, 0 21-block, and 1 22- 
block (or 0 + 0 + 4 = 4). The number seven 
is built from 1 1-block, 1 21-block, and 1 22- 
block (or 1 + 2 + 4 = 7). The number ten is 
built from 0 1-block, 1 2I-block, 0 22-block, 
and 1 23-block (or 0 + 2 + 0 + 8 = 10). Large 
numbers can thus be simply represented 
for computers using only a system of 1 s and 
0 s.
Bit: A single binary digit, a 1 or 0. A bit is one- 
eighth of a byte.
Byte: A cluster of eight binary digits. A byte is 
composed of eight bits.
Capacitor: A device for storing an electrical 
charge, also called a condenser.
Decimal: The number system using ten dig­
its, 0 through 9. It is the most common 
system used by people for counting.
Digital computer: A computer that operates 
with numbers expressed in digits, whether 
in a decimal, binary, or other number sys­
tem. [A digital watch indicates time directly 
in numbers, such as 1:17.]
.
v . *
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A side view oj the Atanasoff Bern/ Computer, c 
ISU library) 1942. (courtesy the Department of Special Collections,
Atanasofl and Berry were working on the trou­
blesome card-handling system when the 
1941-1942 school year ended. They continued 
tinkering with the calculating machine 
throughout that summer.
The Fate of the ABC, 1943-1973
In September 1942 Atanasoff and Berrv
✓
stopped work on the ABC. Both men had 
accepted government jobs and soon left Ames 
to become involved in the United States war 
effort. The ABC' remained in the basement of
the Physics Building. No one else could run it. 
Very few people knew much about it. During 
the war the two inventors went into new areas 
of research. Atanasoff became involved with 
weapons research in Washington, D.C., while 
Berry worked in engineering physics in Cal­
ifornia. They did not collaborate on any proj­
ects after the war. Having invented numerous 
devices for the armed services in wartime, 
Atanasoff formed the Ordnance Engineering 
Corporation in the early 1950s. Berry worked 
for many years as technical director for a Pas­
adena engineering firm. By the mid-1950s both 
men were successful corporate engineers and
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neither had any inclination to return to work in 
Ames. Back at Iowa State College, where the
ABC had been stored, the machine was finally* /
dismantled.
Meanwhile, the computer industry had 
begun to develop and in the mid-1950s patent 
controversies arose that caused corporate law­
yers to begin tracing the ancestry of the elec­
tronic digital computer. Several lawyers, 
working independently, and on different cases, 
“discovered Atanasoff, Berry, and the ABC. 
The first discovery was made by an IBM lawyer 
in 1954 but Atanasoff did not become a major 
center of attention in the patent controversies
until the mid-1960s, when lawyers for the 1 Ion-
*
eywell Corporation began building a case that 
challenged the legitimacy of a patent by which 
the Sperry Band Company (manufacturer of 
the UNIYAC computer) was collecting royal­
ties from its competition, including Hon­
eywell.
I he case went to trial in Minneapolis, home 
of the Honeywell Corporation, in the late 
1960s and a decision invalidating the Sperry 
Band Company patent was made by Federal
An end view of one of the ABC s memory drums.
(courtesy the Department of Special Collections, 
1SU library)
All that remains at Iowa State University of the 
Atanasoff Berry Computer, (courtesy the Depart­
ment of Special Collections, ISU library)
Judge Earl Larson in 1973. Judge Larson s 
decision named John V incent Atanasoff as the 
originator of several of the major engineering 
concepts on which the rise of the electronic 
computer, and the computer industry, had 
taken place in the late 1940s and 1950s. While 
the court did not grant Atanasoff or anybody 
else either monetary reward or reassignment of
itent rights, the court destroyed all other 
aims pertaining to the invention of the elec- 
on ic digital computer, including those 
Ivanced by Sperry Band.
Atanasoff is happy enough with the court s
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n e w s  fo r  m e m b e r s
Carol Ulch, Deputy Director of the ISHD
On 1 July 1984 Carol L. Ulch became deputy 
director of the Iowa State Historical Department.
She is responsible for overseeing the department's 
Iowa City operations, and w ill be directly involved 
with the various activities of the State Historical 
Society of Iowa.
Carol comes to the Iowa State Historical Depart­
ment from Bradley University at Peoria, Illinois, 
where she was a member of the Department of 
Geography for the past fifteen years. She is very 
much at home in both Iowa and Iowa City, how­
ever. She grew up near Solon on a farm home­
steaded by her great-grandfather in the 1860s.
After graduation from Solon High School, Carol 
attended the University of Iowa where she received 
a bachelor of arts degree in history/education, a 
master's degree in political science, and a doc­
torate in geography. Her most recent academic 
work has been in an M.B.A. program, with empha­
sis on management, marketing, and planning for 
nonprofit agencies.
Carol is the author or coauthor of an impressive list of papers and articles, the most recent being a 
paper which she presented at the national meeting of the Association of American Geographers in 
April of this year. Her research activities have resulted in her receiving numerous grants and awards. 
Between 1980 and the time she joined the ISHD's staff, Carol served as director of the Center for Social 
Research and Community Affairs at Bradley University. As director, she was responsible for the entire 
range of the center's project activities. Typically, these projects were needs assessments for commu­
nity agencies, social/environmental impact analyses, location analyses for public and private facili­
ties, and marketing analyses for nonprofit agencies. Carol participated in all phases of all Center 
projects, from contract negotiation through research design and research performance to the writing of 
the final project reports and their presentations.
In Iowa City, Carol w ill be responsible for the personnel and programs of the department as well as 
the maintenance of the department's facilities. She will also serve as the executive director's represen­
tative to the State Historical Society of Iowa, as secretary to the Board of Trustees, as administrator of 
Society business, and as organizer of Society projects.
Carol has indicated that she w ill be very interested in the development of new programs for the 
department in Iowa City. This w ill undoubtedly involve her in the search for expanded program 
support through greater emphasis on grants and/or contracts. In addition to her administrative tasks 
and her facilitating of programs, Carol hopes to work toward the inauguration of a series of seminars 
and lectures for the staff, members of the professional historical community, and others interested in 
history. She hopes to find ways for the staff to become more active on the local, state, and national 
levels at professional meetings and regional seminars. She believes that the close ties already existing 
between the department, the university, and the education community generally can lead to a new 
kind of cooperation that w ill benefit the state through expanded programs, publications, and a more 
extensive use of existing facilities.
Much of Carol's work at the outset w ill emphasize planning. While at Bradley University, she was 
involved in the work of many committees, including the Strategic Planning Committee of the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Her experience should serve her well as she and the staff at Iowa City 
work out new and consistent directions for the Society and the Iowa City facility. Planning will be
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carried out not only in the program areas but w ill also be a part of the continued acquisition of library 
materials. It w ill be further reflected in the resolution of problems arising from projected increases in 
the holdings of manuscripts and other primary materials in Iowa City.
The deputy director hopes that the department in Iowa City w ill soon be able to expand the extent of 
its educational and community service programs with results clearly beneficial to the Society, its 
members, and lowans everywhere.
SHSI's Annual Banquet in Burlington
The Annual Banquet of the State Historical Society 
of Iowa was held in the Regency Royale Room of 
The Holiday at Burlington on 16 June 1984. Robert 
j. Dietrich, a member of the Board of Trustees from 
Crestón, introduced the members of the Board of 
Trustees and the Iowa State Historical Board who 
were present. He then presented the awards for 
achievement in state and local history and the 
1984 Trustees' Award. A I ist of those who received 
achievement awards can be found elsewhere in 
News for Members.
The 1984 Trustees'Award for the best article 
published in the Palimpsest during the previous 
calendar year went to H. Roger Grant for his May/ 
June 1983 article, "The Railroad Station Agent in 
Small-Town Iowa."
The banquet address, "People, Streets, and Civi­
lizations," was delivered by Dr. Laurence Lafore, 
of the University of Iowa.
The banquet was thoroughly enjoyed by the 
more than 120 Society members in attendance.
im
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Results of Trustees Election
In the recent election to fill four positions on the State Historical Society of Iowa's Board of 
Trustees, George McDaniel, Davenport, was reelected as an at large member, William 
Cochran, Red Oak, was elected as an at large member, Michael D. Gibson, Dubuque, 
was elected to represent the Second Congressional District, and Lynn Nielsen was elected 
to represent the Third Congressional District.
The Iowa Newspaper Project
The Iowa Newspaper Project needs your help. Newspapers are a very rich source of information about 
local people and events. Often they provide the only clues about how Iowa towns, cities, and counties 
developed — socially, culturally, economically, and politically. Yet newspapers are perhaps the most 
fragile resource available to genealogists, librarians, and historical researchers. They may suffer 
damage from fires, floods, vandalism, or even improper storage conditions. And newspapers are 
essentially "lost'' if knowledge of their existence is limited to no more than a handful of people. The 
Iowa Newspaper Project is the most ambitious project ever undertaken to locate, catalog, and 
preserve the state's newspapers, past and present.
The Iowa Newspaper Project is part of a nationwide program sponsored by the National Endowment 
for the Humanities (NEH) to catalog, inventory, and preserve United States newspapers. Nancy Kraft, 
cataloger for the Iowa State Historical Department's library in Iowa City, is the project director. The 
project is divided into three phases. The planning phase, funded by the NEH and the ISHD, was 
completed in May 1984. The three-year second phase, budgeted at $405,000, involves locating and 
cataloging Iowa's newspapers. The third phase w ill involve a massive campaign to preserve the 
newspapers on microfilm.
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Preparations for the inauguration of phase two are nearing completion, and soon the process of 
sending specially-trained catalogers to over 700 sites throughout Iowa w ill begin. Funding for this 
cataloging phase of the Iowa Newspaper Project is being provided primarily by an NEH grant of 
$156,812. Extensive statewide support for the project can be seen in the contribution of staff and 
computer time from the ISHD, Iowa State University, the University of Iowa, the Iowa Newspaper 
Association, and the Iowa Library Association. Several individuals representing other organizations 
have offered to share their time and knowledge. The project staff hopes that additional funds can be 
raised in local areas to cover the catalogers' transportation expenses as they visit various newspaper 
sites. Recently, the Scott County Iowa Genealogical Society made a generous contribution to the 
project which w ill be used to cover such miscellaneous expenses in its region.
Donations made by individuals or organizations are tax deductible and w ill be matched by the 
NEH. Checks or money orders should be made out to the Iowa Newspaper Project. Further informa­
tion relating to donations may be obtained from Nancy Kraft, D irector, Iowa Newspaper Project, 
402 Iowa Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa 52240.
The catalogers w ill record the location at which each newspaper is found, the form in which it is 
found (bound issues, microfilm, microfiche, or other), and the dates for which it is available. It is a 
large task, made larger and more difficult by the numerous changes newspapers have undergone in 
title, frequency of publication, and even place of publication. The information collected about Iowa 
newspapers w ill then be added to a nationwide computer database.
There w ill be two cataloging centers for phase two: one in Ames and one in Iowa City. Iowa State 
University's library w ill be the cataloging center for the western half of the state, while the ISHD library 
in Iowa City w ill handle cataloging for the eastern half. The ISHD office in Des Moines, a major 
repository for Iowa newspapers, w ill provide support staff for the project. University of Iowa students 
will serve as cataloging and public relations interns.
An important part of the Iowa Newspaper Project w ill be searching for and locating Iowa news­
papers. While a 1976 pilot project identified most of the Iowa newspapers published in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, copies of many of them have yet to be found. In searching for them, the 
project staff needs the assistance of local groups. Computerized lists of the missing newspapers (by city 
or county) are available to anyone wishing to help in the search. A list of the newspapers in your area 
may be obtained by writing to the project director, Nancy Kraft, at the ISHD in Iowa City.
Iowa is one of four states selected by the NEH to be pioneers in the nationwide U.S. Newspaper 
Project. The NEH-sponsored projects in Iowa, Indiana, West Virginia, and Hawaii w ill establish 
guidelines for newspaper projects in other states. The successful completion of the three-year catalog­
ing phase of the Iowa project w ill allow the ISHD to apply to the NEH for funds to preserve the state's 
newspapers on microfilm. It is a remarkably ambitious project, yet one with results that w ill prove 
invaluable to everyone interested in preserving Iowa's history.
The Annual Achievement Awards
The achievement awards pre­
sented by Trustee Robert j. 
Dietrich at the Society's annual 
banquet on 16 June 1984 included 
both Certificates of Merit and Cer­
tificates of Recognition. The indi­
viduals who received Certificates 
of Merit included: Elaine Estes, for 
H istoric Preservation; Barbara 
Gearhart, for Overall Achieve­
ment; G. Nelson Nieuwenhuis, for 
P ub lica tions; and W illia m  J. 
Wagner, for Historic Preservation. 
Those individuals or organizations 
receiving Certificates of Recogni­
tion were: Patrice K. Beam, for 
Overall Achievement; Kevin Boatright, for Publications; Margaret j. Corwin, for Publications; Helen 
F. Hoy, for Publications; Edwin Madsen, for Historic Preservation; Val Martin, for Publications; 
Nancy Redfern, for Historic Preservation; the Sioux County Board of Supervisors, for Publications; and 
the Washington Chapter of the DAR, for Historic Preservation.
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CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS, 1984
Sept. 18-21 American Association for State and Local History, Louisville, Kentucky
Sept. 19-22 Association for Preservation Technology, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Sept. 20-23 Oral History Association, Lexington, Kentucky 
Sept. 25-28 Midwest Museums Conference, Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Sept. 29-30 John Whitmer Historical Association, Des Moines, Iowa 
Oct. 5-7 National Historic Communal Societies Association, Amana, Iowa
Oct. 6 Iowa College History Teachers Association, Pella, Iowa
Oct. 10-13 Western History Association, St. Paul, Minnesota 
Oct. 10-14 American Folklore Society, San Diego, California 
Oct. 18-20 Plains Anthropological Conference, Lincoln, Nebraska 
Oct. 19-21 Midwest Anthropological Conference, Evanston, Illinois 
Oct. 24-28 National Trust for Historic Preservation, Baltimore, Maryland 
Oct. 27 Center for the Study of the Recent History of the United States, West Branch, Iowa
Oct. 27 Iowa Local Historical and Museum Association, Des Moines, Iowa
Oct. 27-28 Iowa Genealogical Society, Ames, Iowa
Oct. 29-30 Iowa Museum Association, Ames, Iowa
Oct. 31-Nov. 3 Southern Historical Association, Louisville, Kentucky 
Nov. 1-3 Midwest Archives Conference, Kansas City, Missouri
Nov. 10 Iowa Chapter, Victorian Society in America, Des Moines, Iowa
Dec. 27-30 American Historical Association, Chicago, Illinois
A New Historical Editor
Katherine Scott began work on 16 April 1984 as a 
historical editor in the publications area of the Iowa 
State Historical Department. She w ill serve pri­
marily as assistant editor of the Annals of Iowa, a 
scholarly journal of Iowa and midwestern history. 
Her responsibilities w ill also include the editing 
and production of some of the department's other 
publications.
Kathy received her B.A. and M.A. degrees from 
San Francisco State University and is presently 
earning a doctoral degree from the University of 
California at Santa Barbara. While at Santa Barbara 
she was book review editor of the Public Historian. 
Her experience with book reviews w ill serve her 
well in her work for the ISHD since she w ill also 
become book review editor of the Annals of Iowa 
this autumn.
Kathy's doctoral specialization is "the history of 
hydropolitics," or the events and controversies that 
have surrounded the struggle for water supply and water rights, especially in the arid West. Her 
dissertation w ill be a study of the politics of water in Santa Barbara County. As a spirited public 
historian, Kathy hopes her monograph w ill serve as a guide for the local policymakers who commis­
sioned it. Professor Robert Kelley, the founder of the university's public history program, is directing 
the project.
It w ill be a busy year for Kathy. She is getting married as well as taking her comprehensive doctoral 
examinations in the fall. Then she w ill return to learn more about her new job and her new home state.
Fellowships
i he James Jerome Hill Reference Library w ill award a number of fellowships of up to $2,000 to support 
research in the James J. Hill Papers. The deadline for application is December 1, 1984. Grants may be 
awarded for any time in calendar 1985. For more information, contact W. Thomas White, Curator, 
James Jerome Hill Reference Library, Fourth & Market Streets, St. Paul, MN 55102.
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SHSI's New Membership Clerk
Teri Lane Ennis, a former receptionist at the Iowa State 
Historical Department, has replaced Carol Scott as the 
Society's membership clerk. As the coordinator of 
membership and publication sales, Teri Lane has a 
wide variety of duties. She is responsible for maintain­
ing the records for both old and new members of the 
Society. Moreover, she maintains inventory control 
over Society publications, handles publications sales 
and the subscription lists for the Annals of Iowa and 
the Goldfinch, and answers inquiries about the gen­
eral programs of the historical department.
Teri Lane's work involves her increasingly in the 
computer operations of the Society, since all of the 
membership records have been transferred to the Iowa 
State Historical Department's new computer system.
The publications inventory records w ill soon be main­
tained on this computer system also. The system w ill 
speed the renewal process for Society members and 
should increase the efficiency of the entire mem­
bership operation within the Society.
Teri Lane was born in Marshalltown and grew up in the Des Moines area. She attended the 
University of Iowa, where she received her bachelor of arts degree in English. It was while attending 
the university that she first came to work for the department. Normally we would describe Teri Lane as 
one of the more active members of the staff, but recently she broke an ankle and has been slowed down 
considerably. But we hasten to add that she has been slowed down only as a softball player, and not as 
your membership clerk.
A Word About the Iowa Historical Museum Foundation
The Iowa Historical Museum Foundation is carrying on a vigorous fund-raising campaign to raise 
$ 12,000,000, which is the public's share of a proposed $27,000,000 Iowa State Historical Building. 
The new Iowa State Historical Building w ill provide not only increased museum exhibit space but w ill 
also house the State Archives, provide public meeting rooms, and allow for a more effective operation 
of the Iowa State Historical Department. For those who might be interested in contributing to this most 
worthy cause, we are printing below the Foundation's enrollment form for their Trustees for Tomor­
row.
louuo Historical Museum Foundation
431 Cost Locust Des Moines. Iouja 50307 Phone 515-244-4939
Commitment . . . Showcase for lowo History . . . Trustee for Tomorrow
I want to enroll as a Trustee for Tomorrow, to assist the Iowa 
Historical Museum Foundation in its commitment to the new 
Iowa State Historical Building.
Name
Address
C ity /S ta te /Z ip ______________________
□  $1,000 - Governor’s Circle
□ 500 - Patron
□ 250 - Sponsor
□ 100 - Associate
□ 50 - Family
□ 25 - Friend
□
- Donor
Credit Card Users: □  Visa □  MasterCard
Card Number ____________________________
Expiration Date 
S ignature____
Make checks payable to the Iowa Historical 
Museum Foundation. All gifts are deductible 
for tax purposes.
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Danish Immigrant Museum Hires Director
?
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june Stafford Sampson, right, w ill be the first director of the Danish Immigrant Museum, which is to be 
built in Elk Horn, Iowa. She holds a B. A. in history from Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana, and an 
M.A. in historical museum training from the State University of New York, Oneonta.
Sampson has served as museum curator for the South Dakota Historical Society at Pierre and as 
director of the W.H. Over Museum at the University of South Dakota, Vermillion. More recently, she 
has been the director of the Yellowstone County Western Heritage Center in Billings, Montana, where 
she planned exhibits, developed educational programs, and worked extensively with volunteers.
Sampson is married and has four children. She w ill assume her new position on September 15.
A Lecture Series on Nineteenth Century Women
The Iowa Chapter of the Victorian Society in America, in cooperation with the Iowa Humanities 
Board, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Des Moines Women's Club, w ill be 
presenting a lecture series, "Famous Women in the 19th Century," in the fall and winter of 
1984-1985. Three lectures are scheduled in November 1984.
Saturday, November 10, 1984: "Susette La Flesche Tibbies: Omaha Indian," by Ann Polk Diffen- 
dal, Manuscripts Curator, Nebraska State Historical Society, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Wednesday, November 14, 1984: "The Victorian Lady: Life in a Doll's House," by Jeanne H.
Watson, Executive Director, Morris County Historical Society, Morristown, New Jersey. 
Wednesday, November 28, 1984: "Gertrude Käsebier: Photographer," by Barbara L. Michaels, 
Fine Arts Department, New York University, New York City, New York.
All of the lectures w ill be held at Hoyt Sherman Place, 15th & Woodland, Des Moines, Iowa, at 
1:15 p.m.
ISPHL's Fall Tour
The Iowa Society for the Preservation of Historic Landmarks' fall tour w ill begin 5 October 1984 and 
will include a visit to the Ozark Folk Center in Mountain Home, Arkansas, with stops at Cape 
Girardeau and Ste. Genevieve, Missouri. One does not have to be a member of the society to join the 
tour. For further information contact: Elizabeth Craw, 1226 N. 24th Place, Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501.
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Civil War Service Certificates
A certificate of service showing Civil War service information is now available from the State Archives 
of Iowa. Individuals who wish certificates are advised to provide as much information about the 
soldier as they can (name, place of birth, residence, company and regiment assigned to, etc.). There 
will be a charge of $3.00 for the first certificate for any individual soldier, $1.00 for each additional 
copy of a certificate that is requested at the same time as the first certificate, and $3.00 for each 
additional copy of a certificate that is requested at a later date. Prepayment is not recommended. 
Requests for certificates of service should be sent to: State Archives of Iowa, 4th Floor — Records and 
Property Center, East 7th and Court Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50319.
Certificate of Service
ffibc Jétate JVrctjtües uf 3loíoa
This is to Certify, That records in the State Archives show that
late a ..................................... in Company............................of the.......................................  Regiment
of Iowa .............................................................  Volunteers was ...........................................................
........................................................................... .................... on the...........................day of 18...........
.............................................................a t.................................................................  Iowa, was mustered
into the military service of the United Slates on the ..........................  day of 18
at
on the.......................... day of . 18 . at
The records further show that said soldier when enlisted was ...................  years of age
had .........................  eves. hair............................ complexion, was
inches in height, and by occupation a .............................................................................
In Testimony Whereof, / have hereunto set my hand in the city of Des Moines.
this ................................................  day o f ..................................................
in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred ...................................
State A rchivist
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A Call for Papers
The Seventeenth Annual Dakota History Conference w ill be held on the campus of Dakota State 
College, Madison, South Dakota, on 12 and 13 April 1985. The director of the conference is 
requesting papers on the history of South Dakota, Dakota Territory, or the Upper Great Plains Region. 
Deadline for submission of papers is 31 January 1985.
Individuals interested in submitting papers should contact: H.W. Blakely, History Department, 
Dakota State College, Madison, SD 57042-1799.
The Second Annual Trustees' Award
The Trustees' Award for 1984 was announced at the annual banquet of the State Historical Society of 
Iowa which was held in Burlington on 16 June 1984. The choice of the members was H. Roger Grant 
for his article, "The Railroad Station Agent in Small-Town Iowa," which appeared in the May/June 
1983 issue of the Palimpsest. The trustees would like to thank those members who voted this year and 
they hope the number of members participating in the selection process w ill increase again next year.
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depends on his brains and energy,’ Atanasoff 
remarked in an interview a few years ago, “but 
also on the surroundings in which he works. In 
this, timing is important.” And about the tim­
ing of the ABC, he said simply, I am very 
grateful that fate should have placed me at the 
beginning of this great adventure. ” □
John \ incent Atanasoff in his Maryland workshop, 
c. 1967. (courtesy the Department of Special Col­
lections, ISU library)
Note on Sources
This essay is based on a larger study of John Vincent 
Atanasofl and the Atanasofl Berry Computer now in prep­
aration by the author. Primary sources include interviews 
with John \ incent Atanasoff; the scientific papers, 
speeches, and correspondence of John Vincent Atanasoff 
and Clifford Berry; pretrial testimony, recorded on vid­
eotape, by John Vincent Atanasoff in connection with 
United States District Court, Fourth Division, H o n ­
eywell , Inc . v. Sperry Rand , e t a l ., No. 4-67 Civ. 
138, decided October 19, 1973; Federal Judge Earl Lar­
son, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order for 
Judgment,” US. Patent Quarterly 180 (March 1974), 
673-773; excerpts from John Vincent Atanasoff, "The 
Advent of Electronic Digital Computing,” forthcoming in 
the Annals of the History of Computing; Arthur W. Burks 
and Alice R. Burks, I he ENIAC: First General Purpose 
Electronic Computer,” Annals of the History of Comput­
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The Atanasoff Berry Computer
The Atanasoff Berry Computer embodied four 
complementary ideas: digital electronic logic 
circuits, binary enumeration, serial calcula­
tion, and regenerative memory. Atanasoffs 
memory component included a pair of elec­
trical recording devices he called abaci ele­
ments, one called a keyboard abacus and the 
other a counter abacus (see illustration of the 
ABC on page 177). The ABC computed by 
adding a number on the keyboard abacus to a 
number on the counter abacus. The numbers 
on the two abaci thus play different roles, 
Atanasoff wrote in 1940. One is left 
unchanged, the other is enhanced or dimin­
ished by the first in the course of the opera­
tion. Atanasoff and Berry planned their 
machine to operate on thirty abaci of each type 
(2 X 30), each containing fifty (50) binary 
digits, for a total of three thousand bits of 
memory (2 x 30 x 50 =3000).
hor abacus elements Atanasoff used small 
tubular paper condensers, fifty per element. 
The condenser elements occupied radial posi­
tions at six-degree intervals within a hollow 
cylinder of bakelite measuring eleven inches 
long by eight inches in diameter. Each cylinder 
held thirty-two fifty-condenser abacus ele­
ments (two of the thirty-two were idle by 
design), arranged in rings along the inner wall 
of the bakelite cylinder. The condensers inner 
terminals connected to a common lead; their 
outer terminals connected to contacts poking 
out through the wall oj the cylinder. As the 
cylinder rotated on its horizontal axis, once per 
second, these contacts were read and 
recharged by brushes extending from the cir­
cuits of the add-subtract mechanism.
At the heart of the logic circuitry, a set of 
thirty add-subtract mechanisms did the actual 
computing. The add-subtract mechanism gov­
erning the coaction of the two abaci embodied 
the most significant electrical circuit developed 
by Atanasoff and Berry. Each add-subtract 
mechanism consisted of seven twin triode vac­
uum tubes interconnected to perform binary 
addition. Berry developed circuits in which the 
grids of the input tubes floated on small capaci­
tors charged by momentary contact with a 
storage capacitor. Each add-subtract mecha­
nism had three inputs, two for the digits being 
added and one to handle the carry-over from 
the previous place, and two outputs, one for 
the result in that place and one for the carry­
over to the next place. The thirty computing 
units were identical in structure and rested on 
individual chassis piled in a five-by-six array 
within the larger angle-iron frame. The 
machine looked like a big office desk covered 
with wires and electrical hardware.
The add-subtract mechanism arranged the 
abacus elements in a specific correspondence, 
added or subtracted one from the other, and 
took care of carry-over or borrowing as neces- 
say in the mathematical procedure. Able to 
recharge its data source continually, an add- 
subtract mechanism conducted its routine 
serial operations at a fixed pace, one operation 
per second as the cylinder completed its elec­
trically-powered rotation.
The logic circuits could calculate binary 
numbers serially with impressive speed. Addi­
tion and subtraction could be accomplished in 
a single operation, while multiplication and 
division, which were carried out by successive
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additions or subtractions, took a series of oper­
ations. Base-two calculation demanded only 
about a third the number of separate opera­
tions as base-ten calculation would have 
demanded on the same machinery. The pro­
totype of 1939 suggested the potential of the 
circuitry by calculating pi (the ratio of the 
circumference of a circle to its diameter) to a 
thousand decimal places with ease, but it was 
the full-scale ABC that demonstrated the supe­
riority of electrical calculation over mechan­
ical calculation. For example, where MIT s 
differential analyzer took at least a few hours 
to set up and arrive at a solution for a variable 
in two complex equations, the ABC did the 
same work in no more than ninety seconds.
The ABC' provided the results oj intermedi­
ate steps in a mathematical operation on cards, 
issued by an auxiliary punching device receiv­
ing electrical signals from the add-subtract 
mechanism. The machines operator could 
reinsert these cards later if they were needed in 
the operation. The ABC reported all such 
intermediate results in binary code (since the 
add-subtract mechanism did its work in base- 
two numbers, translation to base-ten in the 
midst of the mathematical operation made little 
sense). Moreover, the punched cards them­
selves (like the abaci elements) permitted the 
expression of thirty fifty-place base-two num­
bers, nearly tri])le the capacity of the same 
equipment using base-ten numbers. 
Atanasoff s desire to maximize the quantitative 
potential of the ABC' thus reinforced his deci­
sion to adopt binary notation for the actual 
task of electronic calculation.
For loading information into the computer, 
Atanasoff and Berry devised a system of cards 
that could be read by passing an electrical 
charge through punched holes. Clifford Berry 
engineered the card-handling apparatus, 
which featured a novel method of initially 
punching cards by burning holes in them elec­
trically. Fie geared this apparatus to the abaci 
shaft, thereby synchronizing the movement of
the cards with the calculating operation. When 
a negatively charged contact touched a reading 
brush, an arc jive thousand volts strong 
burned a hole through the card and then 
extinguished itself within a quarter of a second. 
All of this action took place as the card-han­
dling mechanism whisked the cards along its 
steel rollers at the rate of one per second.
Subsequent readings of the data thus 
recorded on cards repeated several steps of the 
punching procedure. Cards to be read passed 
between electrodes — the same ones used for 
punching — which tested in proper sequence 
each possible hole position on a card. The elec­
trode s card-reading voltage was low enough 
not to puncture the card but high enough to 
force a current through any point already bro­
ken down, and ranged from one-fourth to one- 
third of the card-punching voltage. When a 
hole on a card passed between the electrodes, a 
negative impulse— representing a number 
value of “one — entered the input section of 
the add-subtract mechanism. Card positions 
bearing no hole were read as the number value
ti yy
zero.
In order to make the results of the binary 
calculation readable to the person operating 
the ABC, an auxiliary device changed base-two 
numbers to base-ten by means of a conversion 
drum. Atanasoff estimated that five fifteen- 
place binary numbers could be transferred 
simultaneously in a total time oj fifteen sec­
onds, with faster rates of conversion possible 
for smaller numbers.
From the operators point of view, the ABC' 
was a streamlined affair. Manual controls 
included power switches and a keyboard, 
switches for starting card punching and read­
ing operations, and switches to route numbers 
to a specific abacus. A flexible arrangement of 
plugs and jacks permitted special set-ups. Once 
a computing procedure was programmed, the 
operator fed in data cards and the results were 
reported on the ABC s output dials.
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George Wallace Jones was a highly influen­tial figure in the early territorial govern­
ments of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Iowa. 
Serving first as territorial delegate from Michi­
gan and then Wisconsin and as one of Iowa s 
first senators, Jones helped establish govern­
ments in these regions and aided in the 
achievement of statehood. Possessing a flam­
boyant and pleasing personality, he made 
many valuable friends in Washington who 
were instrumental in his successes as a dele­
gate in the United States House of Represen­
tatives and as a senator from the state of Iowa.
George Wallace Jones was born on 12 April 
1804 at Vincennes, in the territorv of Indiana. 
He was the sixth of eight children born to John 
Rice J ones and Mary Barger. At the age of six 
the family moved to Missouri, where John Rice 
Jones worked as a lawyer, served as a member 
of Missouri’s 1820 constitutional convention, 
and later served as a judge of the Missouri 
Supreme Court.
In 1821, at the age of seventeen, Jones
entered the freshman class of Transylvania
*
f niversity at Lexington, Kentucky. While at 
college, Jones began a lifelong friendship with 
Jefferson Davis, the future president of the 
Confederate States of America. Jones gradu­
ated from Transylvania University in 1825 and 
returned to Ste. Genevieve, Missouri, where 
he took up the study of law in the office of his 
brother-in-law, John Scott, then a member of 
Congress from Missouri. Although Jones spent 
a lot of time on his studies of the law, it does not 
appear that he was ever admitted to the bar.
After several months in the law office, Jones 
received a position as deputy clerk of the cir­
cuit court, and a short time later was appointed 
clerk of the United States District Court. Life 
in a law office and courtrooms proved detri­
mental to Jones’ health, however. He began to 
sutler from headaches, dyspepsia, and inter­
mittent fevers and was often very ill. At the
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urging of his physician, Jones decided to leave 
the law office and resort to the open air and 
hard physical labor as a means of regaining his 
health.
In 1827 Jones settled near Sinsinawa Mound 
in the southwestern corner of what is now the 
state of Wisconsin. Returning to Ste. Gen­
evieve for supplies and laborers, Jones came 
back to Sinsinawa Mound in the spring of 1828 
to engage in mining, smelting, and merchan­
dising.
The lead mining region around Sinsinawa 
Mound was undeveloped at the time and Jones 
and his employees had to sleep on the ground 
until they had built a log cabin. In his auto­
biography, Jones said that he “carried up two 
corners of the house myself — the first manual 
labor I had ever done.
For over a decade Jones enjoyed a pros­
perous existence in the smelting business at 
Sinsinawa Mound. He married Josephine Gré­
goire in January 1829, and in early 1831 Jones 
brought his young bride to the lead region and 
built a respectable home. Sinsinawa Mound 
soon became “well known as a place of hospi­
tality and good cheer.
Jones took time oil from his mining business 
in 1832 to serve as aide-de-camp to a longtime 
family friend, Henry Dodge, in the campaign 
against Black Hawk. At the conclusion of the 
campaign, Jones was visited by a committee 
that wished to nominate him to succeed Henry 
Dodge as colonel and commander of the militia 
of Iowa County. Jones declined the nomina­
tion, however, saying that he “knew but little 
of military affairs and that [he] had much busi­
ness at home to attend to. The committee 
returned to Mineral Point and a few days later 
Jones’ election by a large majority was 
announced in the newspapers. Jones then 
reluctantly accepted the commission.
While George Wallace Jones was in Mineral 
Point taking care of his responsibilities as com­
mander of the Iowa Countv Militia, he was/ *
approached by a group of lawyers who
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informed him that he had been selected to take 
General Henry Dodge’s position as chief jus­
tice of the county court of Iowa County. Jones 
first declined that position as well, stating that 
he was no lawyer and that he already held the 
most important office in the county.
A few days after he had given the committee 
his refusal, Jones received a letter from Ste­
vens T. Mason, another college friend, and also 
secretary of state of Michigan Territory. Mason 
had urged the governor to commission Jones 
and he now urged Jones to accept the judicial 
position. Reluctantly, Jones accepted and 
thereafter traveled regularly to sit on the bench 
at Mineral Point.
Now, at the age of thirty, Jones was begin­ning to show an interest in politics. His 
pleasing disposition, combined with his wide 
circle of friends in the lead mining region, 
made him an ideal sort for public office. In 
early 1834 he heard that there were to be sev­
eral new land offices opened. He immediately 
set out to try and obtain such a position in the 
district which included Sinsinawa Mound. He 
solicited aid from friends in Washington, but 
was unsuccessful, and the position went to 
another man. This early failure in the political 
arena did not discourage Jones, and he went on 
to seek other offices.
Michigan was formally admitted to the 
Union in January 1837, but a state organization 
east of the lake had been created as earlv as 
1835. With the east side of the territory 
involved in the politics of creating a state, ter­
ritorial business was left to the inhabitants west 
of the lake. One piece of business that had to be 
taken up was the election of a territorial dele­
gate. An election was eventually set for the first 
Monday in October 1835.
f ive candidates vied for the position of dele­
gate from Michigan Territory. James D. Doty 
entered the contest first, nominated by a group 
from Green Bay. Four days later, on 23 May 
1835, a citizens meeting at Mineral Point nomi­
nated George W allace Jones. Nominations fol­
lowed for Morgan L. Martin, Judge David 
Irvin, and William Woodbridge. The contest 
was to be decided basically among Jones, Doty, 
and Martin.
Doty did well in Crawford and Milwaukee 
counties but still lagged behind Jones in the
total count. All the votes had not yet been
*
tabulated when Congress convened in 
December 1835, but Jones presented himself 
in the I louse of Representatives and was seated 
as the territorial delegate from Michigan Ter­
ri torv.
The citizens who had nominated Jones made 
no profession of political partisanship, so he 
entered Congress with no clear party label. 
The lack of party affiliation proved helpful to 
Jones for he was able to get more legislation 
passed by not adhering to a given party. A 
delegate during Jones’ time in Washington, 
D.C., functioned as both a congressman and 
lobbyist. He could propose legislation, lobby 
for its passage, take part in debates, but he 
could not vote.
Within weeks after taking office, Jones was 
already introducing legislation for the benefit 
of his constituents. On 7 January 1836 he pre­
sented a memorial to the House calling for the 
establishment of a territorial government in 
Wisconsin. Two weeks later, John M. Clayton 
of Delaware presented a similar bill in the 
Senate. The territory of Wisconsin came into
political existence on 4 July 1836. In Wash­
ington, Jones brought his influence to bear on 
President Andrew Jackson to appoint his old 
friend, Henry Dodge, as the territorial gover­
nor. It was an appointment that was generally 
well received by the citizens of the new ter- 
ritory.
The newly appointed governor then issued a 
proclamation calling for a general election on 
10 October 1836. Since Jones’ residence was in 
the newlv established territory, he returned
✓ j  *
home and ran for the position of territorial 
delegate from Wisconsin. Again there were no
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specific party lines drawn and the contest was 
fought over local issues.
Jones’ past performance and popularity with 
the people of Wisconsin Territory served him 
well. Of 4,218 votes cast, he received 2,826. In 
Jones’ home county, his opponent, Moses 
Meeker, received but 57 votes. Thus he was 
returned to Washington to serve his Wisconsin 
constituents for another two-year term.
In addition to serving as territorial delegate, 
Jones also became involved at this time in land 
speculation on a fairly extensive scale. Since he 
had lived on the frontier for all of his life he 
knew the land well and was able to invest his 
own and other people s money wisely. He 
served as an agent in several land deals for 
Daniel Webster. Jones would select property 
in which he could invest Webster’s money and 
his own. Webster and Jones became involved 
in purchasing land along the riverways of 
W isconsin and Iowa as well as land in areas 
where railroads were proposed.
The second session of the Twenty-fifth Con-
✓
gress of the United States was a momentous 
one for George Wallace Jones. He secured all 
of the appropriations for Wisconsin Territory 
that anyone could possibly hope for. He 
secured funds for internal improvements such 
as roads, bridges, and harbors. In 1838 he 
secured a $2,000 appropriation for a survey of a 
railroad route from Milwaukee to Dubuque. 
However, his greatest success came with the 
division of Wisconsin Territory and the estab­
lishment of Iowa Territorv.
Over half of Wisconsin Territory’s fifty thou- 
sand residents lived west of the Mississippi 
Hiver in 1838, and these western citizens 
wished to form a new territory. Jones worked 
to push the territorial bill through, not by mak­
ing flamboyant speeches but by exercising a 
cluiet personal influence and a steady dedica­
tion to purpose. Such was Jones usual manner 
of drawing attention to his bills and rallying 
support for his pieces of legislation.
I n the midst of his legislative success, how­ever, an unfortunate event occurred that 
placed a momentary damper on George Wal­
lace Jones’ popularity and his future political 
prospects. This was the famous duel which took 
place between Jonathan Cilley and William 
Jordan Graves, two members of the House of 
Representatives. The duel resulted in Cilley’s 
death, and George Wallace Jones had the mis­
fortune to serve as Cillev’s second.j
It all began in the House of Representatives 
on 12 Februarv 1838 when Henry A. Wise of 
Virginia presented an article from the New 
York Courier and Enquirer, which charged an 
unnamed member of Congress with corrup­
tion. The article had been written by an anony­
mous author who signed himself as the Spy in 
Washington.” Wise introduced a resolution 
calling for the appointment of a committee to 
investigate the Spy’s charge. He emphasized 
that the Spy in Washington was a reliable 
source vouched for by the editor of the Courier 
and Enquirer.
Jonathan Cilley, representative from Maine, 
rose in opposition to the Wise resolution and 
addressed the House, saying:
/ know nothing of this editor; hut if it [is] 
the same editor who . . . once made grave 
charges against an institution of this 
country, and afterwards was said to have 
received facilities to the amount of some 
$52,000 from the same institution, and 
gave it his hearty support, l do not think 
his charges [ of corruption are] entitled to 
much credit in an American Congress.
The incident to which Cilley referred had 
occurred in 1832. According to a later House 
report, the New York Courier and Enquirer 
had been definitely opposed to the Bank of the 
United States for some lengthy period of time. 
Then, on 26 March 1831, and over a period of 
nine months, the Bank of the United States 
made three loans, amounting to a total of
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Ja mes Watson Webb, the 
fiery editor of the New York 
Courier and Enquirer.
$52,975, all of which were endorsed by the 
editors of the newspaper. By coincidence or 
otherwise, in early April 1831, the New York 
Courier and Enquirer changed its policies and 
began to look upon the Bank of the United 
States with favor. In opposing Wise s resolu­
tion calling for an investigative committee, 
Cilley expressed his concern about the ability 
of members of the press to imply corruption 
among public men, or to slander them with 
implied charges, without being forced to sup­
ply proof of the charges. The “Spy in Wash­
ington” article offered only one more example 
of this. Cilley explained:
If [the editor] has charges to make, let
him make them distinctly, and not 
vaguely, — let him make them under the 
solemnity of an oath, and then it will be 
quite time enough to act. [I trust] the 
House would not go into an investigation 
. . . on a mere newspaper statement with­
out any proof.
fhe House committee that eventually inves-
*
tigated the circumstances surrounding the 
death of Jonathan Cilley stated in its report that 
the representative from Maine had been per­
fectly within his rights in his speech: “[his] 
words . . . were strictly in order, were perti­
nent to the subject under discussion, and 'did 
not exceed the bounds and limits of his place
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and duty. ” The committee maintained that
Cilley could not he held responsible for words
spoken in congressional debate. James Watson
Webb, the editor of the New York Courier and
Enquirer had felt quite differently, however.
He sent a letter to Cillev on 21 February 1838
in which he cited Cilley’s words from the
*
debate and then added the following para­
graph:
I deem it my duty to apprize you, sir, 
that l am the editor of the paper in wh ich 
the letter from the Spy in Washington, 
charging a member of Congress with cor­
ruption, was first published; and the 
object of this communication is to inquire 
of you whether / am the editor to whom 
you alluded, and, if so, to ask the explana­
tion which the character of your remarks 
renders necessary.
1 his correspondence was delivered by William 
Jordan Graves, a representative from Ken­
tucky. Cilley refused to accept the communica­
tion from Webb, stating that he “chose to be
drawn into no controversy with him. He did
*
not consider Webb a gentleman, or man of 
honor, and he did not believe that he should be 
held responsible for words spoken in debate. 
Since Cilley would not accept Webb s letter, 
Graves felt duty bound, according to his 
notions of the code of honor (which determined 
that Cilley s refusal to accept the letter from 
Graves constituted a personal insult of Graves 
reputation), to challenge Cilley to a duel him­
self. It seems amazing that Cilley would accept 
such an interpretation and such a challenge, 
but he did. Thus a duel was fought between 
two gentlemen who had no grievance with one 
another except for the slight (if there was one) 
involved in Gilley’s refusal to accept Webb’s 
letter from Graves. The situation became even 
more bizarre when Cilley exercised his priv­
ilege of choosing the weapons by opting for 
rifles at eighty yards or so.
Graves chose Henry A. Wise as his second and Cilley chose George W. Jones. Jones, 
in his autobiography, explained the circum­
stances which led to his becoming Gilley’s sec­
ond. He was in his room at his hoarding-house 
writing a letter, when General Franklin Pierce 
entered the room and said that he had been 
sent by Cilley to ask Jones to act as his second in 
a duel with William Graves. Jones was 
astonished as he had not heard of a duel before 
that moment. Jones refused to serve as a sec­
ond, claiming that it would tie him to the Dem­
ocratic party. Moreover, it might prejudice his 
legislative efforts in Congress or even hurt his 
chances for reelection as delegate.
Pierce tried to persuade Jones, but he firmly 
refused, agreeing only to accompany Pierce to
see Cillev’s second choice as a second. When
*
Jones finally saw Cilley, the latter threw his 
arms around Jones and thanked him for coming 
to his help in the affair. Jones again pointed out 
that he could not serve as second because it 
would mean a visible connection with the 
Democratic party, of which Cilley was a leader. 
Cilley then talked of their f riendship and asked 
whether Jones would stand by and see him 
disgraced. Finally Jones relented and agreed to 
serve even though he said it would probably 
end his political career. A later defender 
explained the dilemma that Jones faced:
Under such circumstances, I ask, what 
man, of brave and chivalrous character, 
and high-toned sense of honor, could 
refuse to stand by his dear friend, in that 
dread hour of trial, the approach of 
which was then too jar advanced to be 
checked or averted? No man possessing a 
heart less flexible than stone, could have 
turned a deaf ear to the warm appeal of a 
friend at such a time.
Indeed, as John C. Parish observed in his biog­
raphy of Jones, “It is not probable that Jones 
had any very strong principles at this time
iagainst the practice of duelling. He had spent 
his entire life in regions where the resort to 
personal encounter was of frequent occur­
rence, and bv one writer he is credited with* ✓
having been himself a party to seven affairs of 
honor.”
The duel was fought near the boundary between the District of Columbia and the 
state of Maryland on 24 February 1838 at 3:00 
p . m . Upon reaching the designated site, the 
seconds, Jones and Wise, marked off the 
ground. The principals then faced each other at 
a distance of approximately eighty to ninety 
yards. The terms of the duel were that the rifles 
were to be held at arms length, cocked, and 
triggers set. The words to be spoken were 
“Gentlemen, are you ready?” If no one 
answered “No,” the next words would be “Fire 
— one, two, three, four. ” Neither party was to 
shoot before the word "fire” or after the word 
“four.” The duel proceeded according to these 
conditions.
After the first shot in which no one was hit, 
the seconds came together and Jones asked 
Wise if Graves was satisfied. Wise said that 
(alley must give some reason for not accepting 
Webb’s communication. Jones then went to 
(alley and asked him to put such a reason in 
writing. Gilley, however, would only offer the 
verbal reply that he had not accepted the 
correspondence because he had not wished to 
be drawn into a controversy with Webb. He 
also said that he meant no disrespect to Graves 
and that he held him in the highest regard. 
Wise then concluded that nothing had changed 
and that Graves was in precisely the same posi­
tion as before. He demanded another shot.
A second shot was fired, which also resulted 
in no injury. After the second round a dialogue 
similar to the one following the first shot took 
place. As (alley firmly maintained his original 
position concerning Webb, Wise called for a 
third shot. It was that shot which proved fatal. 
The third shot was fired and the bullet from
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Graves riHe entered Gilley s chest. The ball 
struck him in the chest and pushed through the 
right lumbar region, completely severing the 
aorta. Gilley fell into the arms of his friends and 
died almost immediately.
Gilley’s funeral was attended by a variety of 
prominent public men, including the presi­
dent of the United States, cabinet members, 
and members of both the House of Represen­
tatives and the Senate. The justices of the 
Supreme Court refused to attend the funeral, 
however. As Niles' National Register reported, 
the justices “were invited to attend the funeral 
but resolved not to do so, as an evidence of 
their reprobation of a practice more charac­
teristic of a barbaric age, than one in which all 
profess regard for humanity and the laws. ”
The public reaction to news of the duel and Gilley’s death was one of outrage. The 
Washington correspondent of the New York 
Evening Post called the duel a “cold-blooded, 
deliberate murder. In the New Yorker, 
Horace Greeley termed the affair murder — 
“clear, unequivocal, downright murder.” The 
editors of the New Orleans Daily Picayune 
expressed their reaction to the duel even more 
vividly:
. . . we said that the abettors deserved to 
be branded and execrated as murderers 
— and indeed they are thus execrated.
The situation of Graves is such as to excite 
pity rather than hatred. His thoughts 
must be gall and wormwood to him — his 
punishment he will bear with him, pro­
ducing as much agony as did the guilty 
recollections of Cain after he slew his 
unoffending brother; but towards the 
designer [Webb] , who travelled 200 miles 
to accomplish his foul purpose, and 
towards those who prevented a pacific 
adjustment of the difficulty /Jones and 
Wise], there will be a curse which may 
blight them in all their future life.
v
o  *
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Jonathan Cilley, the unfor­
tunate victim of a ball fired 
by fell ow congressman 
William Jordan Graves.
' *
A meeting was called in a New York park for all 
who were horrified by the duel — “all whose 
sense of honor and justice is shocked by the late 
outrage in Washington — and wished to show 
their support of their representatives' rights of 
freedom of speech in Congress: It becomes 
the people to stand by their representatives on 
this occasion, to assert their rights, and encour­
age them to defend them to the uttermost.
Most of the outcry was against James Watson 
Webb and Henry A. Wise but George Wallace 
Jones came in for his share of the early criticism 
as well. It was pointed out, for example, in the 
New \ork Evening Post that Jones should 
never have allowed the duel to proceed past 
the first shot. I he duel itself had been fought
only over a point of honor; it was a “duel of 
etiquette. There was no animosity between 
Cilley and Graves nor were they fighting over 
any party issue. Therefore, Jones should have 
stood up to Wise and ended the duel before the 
fatal shot was fired.
The House of Representatives appointed a 
committee to investigate Cilley s untimely 
death. The committee came to the conclusion 
“that the words spoken by Mr. Cilley in debate 
in the House of Representatives, the refusal of 
Mr. Cilley to receive a demand for explanation 
of those words, and his refusal to assign any 
other reason for it, than that he chose to be 
drawn into no difficulty upon the subject, were 
the causes which led to the death of Mr.
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Cilley.’ The committee also said:
It is a breach of the highest constitu­
tional privileges of the House, and of the 
most sacred rights of the people in the 
person of their representative, to 
demand, in a hostile manner, an explana­
tion of words spoken in debate; to be the 
bearer of such a demand; to demand a 
reason for refusing to receive it, bet/ond 
the mere voluntary election of the mem­
ber interrogated; or to demand, under 
any circumstances, any reason at all.
Thus was the entire blame laid on Graves and 
Webb. They had been wrong to demand of 
Cilley an accounting for words spoken in 
debate.
The final action of the committee was 
designed to punish the individuals involved in 
the fatal event. The committee resolved that 
for challenging Cilley to a duel Craves was 
guilty of a breach of the rights and privileges of 
the House and for that breach of privilege he 
should be expelled from the House. The com­
mittee acknowledged the fact that Jones knew 
nothing of the affair until he was asked to be a 
second, but as the bearer of‘Cilley’s acceptance 
oi the duel he had been involved in a breach of 
privilege and should be censured by the 
House. Wise was deemed equally guilty and 
the committee recommended that he, too, be 
censured.
The complete report of the committee was 
not passed by the House, however, and Craves 
remained a representative until 1841. The 
House did pass a resolution of censure, how­
ever. The censure did not hurt Wise as he
staved in the House until 1841 and later
✓
became governor of Virginia. George Wallace 
Jones, however, was replaced in the House by 
James D. Doty in 1839.
As a result of the duel, the House presented 
a bill to “prohibit the giving or accepting within 
the District of Columbia, of a challenge to fight
a duel, and for the punishment thereof.” The 
bill had four sections, the first of which made a 
duel that resulted in death a matter of murder 
punishable by death for all involved. The sec­
ond section made the giving or accepting of a 
challenge to fight a duel a high crime and mis­
demeanor, punishable by imprisonment and 
confinement to hard labor for five to ten years. 
Section three stated that any person who 
should injure another for refusing to accept a 
challenge to fight a duel should be sentenced to 
hard labor in the penitentiary for a term of from 
three to seven years. The final section enlarged 
the responsibility of the grand jury in the Dis­
trict of Columbia in matters of duels. This act 
became law in 1839 with some slight modifica­
tions in the severity of sentences. Many states 
also passed anti-dueling resolutions following 
the Cilley-Graves affair. New York State 
passed such legislation, but ironically, James 
Watson Webb was the only person ever con­
victed under it.
Jonathan Cilley was not the first member of 
either the House or Senate to die as a result of a 
duel. On 6 Februarv 1819 General Armistead
T. Mason, a senator from Virginia, and John 
McCartey had engaged in a duel fought with 
muskets at six paces. The duel had resulted in 
Mason s death. But Jonathan Cilley was cer­
tainly the only member of the House of Repre­
sentatives to be killed by another member in an 
“affair of honor.
L ife in Washington returned more or less to normal as the excitement over the duel 
died down. With the passage of the Iowa Ter­
ritory bill in 1838, George Wallace Jones was 
most strongly recommended by some for the 
governorship of the new territory. Petitions 
calling for his appointment from Jones’ constit­
uents in western Wisconsin were sent to \\ ash- 
ington. President Martin Van Buren was a 
personal friend of George Wallace Jones, and 
Jones was confident of his appointment to the 
governorship. Later, he could only claim that
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Nineteenth-century Americans seemed, at times, 
overly prone to engage in duels. These contests 
ranged from the ill-fated episode in which Aaron 
Burr killed Alexander Hamilton to those often­
times not-quite-up-to-code gunfights which were 
supposedly so much a part of life in the American 
West. In the first half of the century, men of 
prominence seemed quick to take to the field of 
honor. The aforementioned Aaron Burr and 
Alexander Hamilton were certainly not the only 
public officials to participate in duels. Andrew 
Jackson was involved in at least two affairs of 
honor, Thomas Hart Benton in an equal 
number, and Henry Clay in at least one.
Naval hero Oliver Hazard Perry fought a duel 
in which his opponent missed and he, Perry, then 
declined to fire. An equally famous naval hero, 
Stephen Decatur, with less luck, was killed in an 
1820 duel with James Barron.
In the 1830s and 1840s the practice became 
more sectional, however, and most duels took 
place in the West or South. By the Civil War the
practice had come under such criticism 
nationally (particularly after the Cilley-Graves 
duel) lhat anti-dueling laws had been enacted or 
tightened up, and ridicule brought to bear on the 
few individuals who sought to endanger life 
under the terms of an increasingly antiquated 
code of honor.
The duel which mortally wounded the dueling 
tradition in this country may well have been 
fought near Lexington, Virginia, on 8 March 
1889. In a pithy news story that appeared in the 
Hartford Times on the following day, the duel 
was described as follows:
Warwick C. White and H.C. Starkey, both 
popular and well-known young men, 
fought a duel with pistols in a secluded 
place in the suburbs yesterday afternoon. 
After firing forty-two shots without result 
the principals shook hands and made 
friends.
the president would undoubtedly have 
appointed him had it not been for a few Demo­
crats in the House who still held a grudge 
against him because of the duel.
Robert Lucas was thus appointed governor 
oi Iowa Territory and Jones subsequently 
announced his candidature for reelection as 
delegate from Wisconsin. The campaign was 
between James D. Doty, Thomas P. Burnett, 
and Jones. Settlers from New England who had 
settled in Wisconsin voted against Jones 
because of the duel and three names on the 
ballot increased the difficulty of the campaign 
and drew votes away from Jones. As a result, in 
September 1838, James D. Doty was elected to 
succeed Jones as territorial delegate. In spite of 
his loss at the polls, Jones went to Washington 
and took his seat in Congress. He claimed that 
his term of office as delegate did not end until 4 
March 1839. Jones based his calculations on his 
election to a two-year term as delegate from 
Michigan Territory in 1835 and his subsequent
election to a two-year term as delegate from 
Wisconsin Territory in 1836, all of which 
seemed to indicate that his term should expire
at the end of four years after his 1835 election:
¥
‘The fact that the Territorv of Wisconsin had 
been established did not, he claimed, foreclose 
the existence of the Territory of Michigan, 
which survived until the State of Michigan was 
admitted by Congress.’ He hired lawyers to 
argue his case, but on 3 January 1839, the 
House passed a resolution by a vote of 165 to 25 
to seat Doty in place of Jones.
Jones returned to Sinsinawa Mound and 
returned momentarily to private life. His stint 
as a private citizen did not last very long, how­
ever. He was soon appointed a surveyor gen­
eral in Iowa Countv for a term of four vears. He¥ *
took office on 1 April 1840. The position of 
surveyor general was subject to the whims of 
the patronage system, however, and he was 
thus removed from office when William Henry 
Harrison became president in March 1841.
/
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Jones regained the office after James k. Polk 
became president in 1845.
The state oflowa entered the Union in 1846. 
Sensing the temporary nature of a job as sur­
veyor general if the Whigs regained the presi­
dency, Jones became a candidate for one of 
Iowa s two United States Senate seats. In the 
fall of 1848 George Wallace Jones and his long­
time friend General Dodge were elected to the 
Senate from Iowa. Jones served two terms, 
retiring from the Senate in 1859.
Upon leaving Congress,  Jones was 
appointed resident minister in Bogota, Colom­
bia. He served there only two years, however, 
and his public life came to an end when he was 
fifty-seven years of age. He thereupon retired 
to Dubuque and lived out the remainder of his 
life. He was always to be known as a kind of 
elder statesman, who could be depended on to 
give speeches and ride in parades. On 22 July 
1896, at the age of ninety-two, Jones died at his 
Dubuque home.
George Wallace Jones was always remem­
bered as a pleasant, outgoing citizen who 
worked hard for his constituents and his state. 
Having served the territories of Michigan, 
Wisconsin, and Iowa as well as the state of 
Iowa, he was indeed of that group who might 
well be called founding fathers of the Old 
Northwest. D
Note on Sources
The three most important studies of the life of George 
Wallace Jones are A Brief Sketch of the Life and Public 
Services and a Defence of the Public Course of Hon. 
George Wallace Jones, United States Senator from the 
State of Iowa (1852), John C. Parish, George Wallace 
Jones (SHSI, 1912), and George Wallace Jones’ Auto­
biography which is incorporated in the Parish volume. 
One can well consult such newspapers as The Evening 
Post (New York), The Daily Picayune (New Orleans), and 
the Wisconsin Territorial Gazette and Burlington Adver­
tiser for some idea of the impact of the duel on contempo­
rary America. On the duel as an American institution in 
the early nineteenth century, see Lorenzo Sabine, Notes 
on Duels and Duelling (Boston: Crosby, Nichols, and 
Company, 1855), Don C. Seitz, Famous American Duels 
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1929), or 
William Oliver Stevens, Pistols at Ten Paces: The Story of 
the Code of Honor in America (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1940).
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